
 
 

- Foreword - 
 

 

 

If you enjoy the game then please show some support (if you want of course) to the developer 
of the game, Ravenknight Studios, on one of the following sites below. Also feel free to join 
the Radiant Discord channel to talk about the game, ask questions or other shenanigans.  

You can click on the buttons below which will open your browser to link you to Ravenknight’s 
Patreon, Buy me a coffee, SubscribeStar and the Radiant Discord. 

 

                 

 

  

 

Questions about this guide? Feel free to ask me on the Radiant Discord. 

https://www.patreon.com/radiantgame
https://subscribestar.adult/radiant
https://www.buymeacoffee.com/radiantdevs
https://discordapp.com/invite/u3TBaxH


 
 

- Prologue – 
 

 

1. Go in. 

2. Kiss her. 

3. Lick her. 

4. Continue. 

5. Penetrate her. 

6. (Your Choice) 

7. Fuck her. 

8. Something else. (Your Choice) 

9. Continue. 

10. Fuck her. 

11. Continue. 

12. Continue. 

13. Fuck her. 

14. Creampie her 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

- Chapter 1 - 
This is where your choices start to matter and which will shape your psyche into the 
person you will become. Major choices will have the largest impact on your persona. 

Choice 1 

Crack back: will give you 3 lust points. 

Scold him: will give you 3 pure points. 

Threaten him: will give you 3 dark points. 

 

Choice 2 

Definitely: will give you 1 lust point. 

Not really: will give you 1 dark point. 

 

Choice 3 

Yes: starts Brooke’s route 

No: nothing happens (duh) 

 

Choice 4 

Get dressed first: All three girls get a single pure point. 

Just answer it: All three girls get a single lust point. 

 

Choice 5 

Read letter. 



 
 

Choice 6 

Confused: will give you 1 lust point. 

Happy: will give you 1 pure point. 

Angry: will give you 1 dark point. 

 

Choice 7 

Flustered: will give you 1 lust point. 

Hopeful: will give you 1 pure point. 

Irritable: will give you 1 dark point. 

 

Choice 8 

Choose all options. 

 

Choice 9 

Knock. 

 

Choice 10 

Peek inside: will give you 1 peek point. 

Don’t peek: nothing happens. 

 

Choice 11 

Knock. 

 

 



 
 

Choice 12 

Peek inside: will give you 1 peek point. 

Don’t peek: nothing happens. 

If you have peeked twice you will get 1 lust point, if not you will get 1 pure point. 

 

Choice 13 

A loving relationship: will give you 1 pure point. 

I will seduce them: will give you 1 lust point. 

Obedience: will give you 1 dark point. 

 

Choice 14 

Knock 

 

Choice 15 

Check her out: will give you 1 lust point, also sets ‘Checked out’ to true. 

Don’t do it: will give you 1 pure point. 

 

Choice 16 

Be nice: will give you 1 pure point, also gives Maddie 1 pure point. 

Be blunt: will give you 1 lust point, also gives Maddie 1 lust point. 

Tell her off: will give you 1 dark point, also gives Maddie 1 dark point. 

 

 

 



 
 

Choice 17 

Choose all options 

 

Choice 18 

Defend Maddison: will give you 1 pure point, also gives Maddie 3 pure points. 

Don’t intervene: will give you 1 lust point, also gives Maddie 3 lust points. 

Berate Maddison: will give you 2 dark points, also gives Maddie 3 dark points. 

 

- Chapter 2 – 
 

Choice 1 

Hug her: will give you 1 lust point. 

Touch her shoulder: will give you 1 pure point. 

Reprimand her: will give you 1 dark point. 

 

Choice 2 

Angel: will give you 1 pure point. 

Devil: will give you 1 lust point. 

Bitch: will give you 1 dark point. 

 

 

 



 
 

Choice 3 

Loving caretaker: will give you 1 pure point 

Go with the flow: will give you 1 lust point. 

Nothing: will give you 1 dark point. 

 

Choice 4 

Sex with her: will give you 3 lust points + starts romance with Vanessa. 

I can’t do this: will give you 3 pure points + friendship with Vanessa. 

Go fuck yourself: will give you 3 dark points + no friendship (not recommended) 

 

Choice 5 (If Vanessa romance = True) 

Pretty hot: will give you 1 lust point. 

Messed up: will give you 1 pure point. 

Funny: will give you 1 dark point. 

 

Choice 6 

Not at all: will give you 1 pure point, also gives Brooke 1 pure point. 

Joke around: will give you 1 lust point, also gives Brooke 1 lust point. 

You should: will give you 1 dark point, also gives Brooke 1 dark point. 

 

Choice 7 

Date Brooke: will give you 3 pure/lust points, also gives Brooke 3 pure/lust points. 

Stay professional: will give you 3 dark points, also gives Brooke 3 dark points. 

Dating Brooke is recommended to get most of her scenes. 



 
 

Choice 8 

Listen carefully: will give you 1 lust point. 

Leave her be: will give you 1 pure point. 

Troll her: will give you 1 dark point. (Funny scene though, worth checking.) 

 

Choice 9 

Olivia first: will give you 2 lust points, also gives Olivia 2 lust points. 

Maddie first: will give you 2 pure points, also gives Olivia 2 pure points. 

 

Choice 10 

Understanding: will give you 1 pure point, also gives Maddie 1 pure point. 

Sarcastic: will give you 1 lust point, also gives Maddie 1 lust point. 

Harsh: will give you 1 dark point, also gives Maddie 1 dark point. 

(The following scene requires the TB version of Radiant.) 

Harsh leads to an intense bonus scene if the player has over 3 dark points OR if you have 5 
points for your dark psyche.  

 

Choice 11 

Blue?: Blue panty. 

Red?: Red panty. 

Tits?: Red panty + flavor text. 

Knee?: Red panty + flavor text. 

 

 



 
 

Choice 12 

Oath of celibacy: will give you 1 pure point + flavor text. 

Ravish her: will give you 1 lust point + flavor text. 

Lose control: will give you 1 dark point + flavor text. 

 

Choice 13 

I’d like that: will give you 1 lust point + possibility for Tiffany romance. 

Not a good idea: ends possibility for Tiffany romance. 

 

Choice 14 

Kiss her back: will give you 3 lust points, also gives Olivia 3 lust points + hidden variable. 

Stop her: will give you 3 pure points, also gives Olivia 3 pure points + hidden variable. 

Grope her: will give you 3 dark points, also gives Olivia 3 dark points + hidden variable. 

 

- Chapter 3 – 
Choice 1 

Everyone misses you: will give you 1 pure point. 

Wish you were here: will give you 1 lust point. 

This is ridiculous: will give you 1 dark point and different dialogue 

 

 

 



 
 

Choice 2 

Suggest getting dressed: will give you 1 pure point, also gives Allie 1 pure point. 

Just leave it: will give you 1 lust point, also gives Allie 1 lust point and different dialogue. 

 

Choice 3 

Hang with Mira secretly: gives you 3 lust points + hidden variable. 

Hang with Mira openly: gives you 3 pure points + hidden variable. 

Turn her down: gives you 3 dark points. 

Hanging out with Mira secretly is HIGHLY recommended if you are going for the harem 
route due to future consequences. 

 

Choice 4 

Let lust take over: gives you 3 lust points + hidden variable. 

Resist temptation: gives you 3 pure points + hidden variable. 

Who cares?: gives you 3 dark points + hidden variable. 

This choice gives a high boost to the MC’s Psyche, the hidden variable will allow the MC to 
make certain actions that are out of the players control. Choose wisely to which path you 

want to take. 

 

Choice 5 

Help her: gives you 1 pure point. 

Torture her: gives you 1 dark point. 

Both: gives you 1 lust point. 

This choice alters some dialogue depending later on, depending on how the MC uses 
Maddie’s vibrating panties. 



 
 

Choice 6 

Kiss her: gives you 1 lust point, also gives Allie 1 lust point. 

Hug her: gives you 1 pure point, also gives Allie 1 pure point. 

Cop a feel: gives you 1 dark point, also gives Allie 1 dark point. 

 

Choice 7 

This choice only shows for those who stopped Olivia’s kiss in chapter two. 

Protecting you: enables secret variable. 

Uncertainty: enables secret variable. 

Leads to minor additional dialogue and consequences, pick what you want. 

 

Choice 8 

This choice only shows for those who groped during Olivia’s kiss in chapter two. 

Apologize: enables secret variable. 

Blame her: enables secret variable. 

Leads to minor additional dialogue and consequences, pick what you want. 

 

Choice 9 

Be romantic: gives you 3 pure points, also gives Olivia 3 pure points + hidden variable. 

Be flirtatious: gives you 3 lust points, also gives Olivia 3 lust points + hidden variable. 

Take advantage of her: gives you 3 dark points, also gives Olivia 3 dark points + hidden 
variable. 

This choice gives a large relationship boost to whatever path the player decides to take, the 
hidden variable for that path will affect Olivia’s behavior later on. 

 



 
 

Choice 10 

This choice only shows for those who took advantage of Olivia in the previous choice. 

I do: enables secretly variable. 

I do (lie): gives you 1 dark point, also gives Olivia 1 dark point + enables secret variable. 

Not yet: gives you 1 dark point, also gives Olivia 1 dark point + enables secret variable. 

This choice will have a minor impact on your relationship with her and alters some dialogue. 

 

Choice 11 (Dark variant) 

This choice only shows for those who took advantage of Olivia in choice 9 and that are on 
the dark path with her. 

Kiss her: gives you 1 dark point, also gives Olivia 1 dark point. 

Don’t kiss her: no points gain or loss.  

 

Choice 12 (Pure/Lust variant) 

This choice only shows for those who were romantic or flirtatious with Olivia in choice 9. 

Kiss her: gives you 1 lust point, also gives Olivia 1 lust point + hidden variable. 

Don’t kiss her: gives you 1 pure point, also gives Olivia 1 pure point + hidden variable. 

 

Choice 13 

Encourage her: Allie makes a Incelgram for herself. 

It depends: Allie makes a Incelgram for herself. 

Discourage her: Allies does not make a Incelgram for herself. 

This choice is for the player’s preference, it has no real impact on the plot and Allie will 
never post something lewd or interact with other male NPC’s. So either let her make one or 

not. 



 
 

Choice 14 

Be good: gives you 3 pure points, also gives Allie 3 pure points + hidden variable. 

Be flirty: gives you 3 lust points, also gives Allie 3 lust points + hidden variable. 

Take advantage: gives you 3 dark points, also gives Allie 3 dark points + hidden variable. 

This choice gives a large relationship boost to whatever path the player decides to take, the 
hidden variable for that path will affect Allie’s behavior later on. Choosing take advantage 

WILL set you on her dark path. 

 

Choice 15 (Pure/Lust variant) 

This choice only shows for those who were good or flirty with Allie in the previous choice. 

Push it further: gives you 1 lust point, also gives Allie 1 lust point. 

Enough for now: gives you 1 pure point, also gives Allie 1 pure point. 

 

Choice 16 (Dark only variant) 

Discipline: enables disciplinarian/strict variable. 

Enjoyed it: enables sadist variable. 

This is choice specific for Maddie’s dark path, if you made it this far you should be ashamed of 
yourself, and I might have to find you one day to inflict horrible pain on you! You can choose 

what you prefer. 

 

Choice 17 

Let’s do it: gives you 1 lust point. 

Don’t do it: gives you 1 pure point. 

Mess with her: gives you 1 dark point. 

This choice slightly changes the MC’s psyche 



 
 

Choice 18 

Meet Vanessa: gives you 3 lust points, and meeting Vanessa. 

Turn her down: gives you 3 pure points. 

Cruel prank: gives you 3 dark points, makes you do an evil prank. 

This is a crucial choice regarding Vanessa, and for your harem. Obviously turning her down 
or pranking her will close her path, meeting her will further your route with her. 

 

Choice 19 

This is a crucial choice with Brooke, if you are NOT in a relationship with her. 

Stop her: gives you 1 pure point. 

Get angry: gives you 1 dark point. 

Kiss her back: gives you 3 lust points, also gives Brooke 3 lust points + gives second chance. 

Brooke is a major character so it’s preferred to be in a relationship with her, so if you get 
this choice it’s recommended to kiss her. Being in a relationship with her also ups the 

intensity of her dark scenes. 

 

Choice 20 

This is a crucial choice with Brooke, if you kissed her back in the last choice. 

Date her: gives you 3 lust points, also gives Brooke 3 lust points + relationship with Brooke. 

Reject her: gives you 1 pure point. 

Take advantage: gives you 3 dark points, also gives Brooke 3 dark points + relationship with 
Brooke AND dark path enabled. 

 

 

 



 
 

Choice 21 

Let her do it: gives you 1 lust point, also gives Brooke 1 lust point + hidden variable. 

Stop her: gives you 1 pure point, also gives Brooke 1 pure point. 

Get your pp sucked, it’s the natural choice to take. 

 

Choice 22 

This choice only happens if you decided to meet Vanessa. 

No I don’t: gives you 1 pure point. 

Not complaining: gives you 1 lust point. 

Obviously: gives you 1 dark point. 

 

Choice 23 

Most likely: gives you 3 pure points + possible Vanessa romance. 

Maybe: gives you 3 lust points + possible Vanessa romance. 

Fuck no: gives you 3 dark points + no Vanessa romance. 

Obviously Fuck no will close her romance path forever, however, a future dark path is 
planned if taking this choice. So some of you sick fucks might want to keep an extra save 

here! 

 

 

~THIS IS THE END FOR NOW, UNTIL NEXT TIME! ~ 


